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INTRODUCTION 
All groups considered in this paper are finite. If A is a non-empty finite 
set, let (Al denote the number of distinct elements in A. If n is a positive 
integer and nf= i p: = n is the factorization of n into distinct prime 
powers, let w(n) =k and n(n)= {piI i= 1, . . . . k}. If XEG, h,= IGl/lC,(x)l 
denotes the number of elements in the conjugacy class of x. For a group 
G, let U(G) = max(w(h,)IxEG} and b(G) = (pip a prime and plh, for 
some gE G}. Let a(G) = max{w(X( l))[ x an irreducible character of G}, 
and p(G) = {p ( p a prime and p (x( 1) for some irreducible character x 
of G}. 
Huppert has conjectured that if G is a finite solvable group, then 
/p(G)1 < 20(G). This conjecture has been verified when a(G) = 1 by Chillag 
and Herzog [l] and when o(G) = 2 by Gluck [4]. Special cases also have 
been proved in [S]. 
Recently there have been theorems howing a parallelism between results 
for characters and results for conjugacy classes. At the 1989 International 
Group Theory Conference in Bressanone, Professor Huppert asked 
whether this parallelism extended to relating b(G) and a(G) in a way 
analogous to results relating p(G) and a(G). In particular, is I@(G)1 < 
2a(G)? Some affirmative results have been obtained under additional 
hypothesis in [2, 31. In this paper, the following theorems which parallel 
results obtained by Gluck and Manz [S] are presented. 
THEOREM A. Assume that G is a finite solvable group such that every 
prime dividing [G : Z(G)] divides [G : F(G)], then I/l(G)1 <2cz(G) + 6. 
Further, //3(G)l d 2a(G) if (ICI, 6) = 1. 
THEOREM B. Assume that G is a finite solvable group with a unique non- 
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central normal subgroup, then Ifl(G)j < 2c4G) + 6. Further, I/3(G)\ < 2c((G) if 
(IGI, 6) = 1. 
Theorem C shows there is a “natural embedding” of G/d(G) into a group 
K for which the answer to Huppert’s question is almost affirmative. 
THEOREM C. Assume that G is a solvable group with Frattini subgroup 
4(G), then G/&G) = G may b e embedded in a natural fashion in a group K, 
where p(G) = p(G) = P(K) and I/?(K)\ < 2cr(K) + 6. Zf (ICI, 6) = 1, then 
IBu‘a G 2dK). 
It is perhaps interesting to note how closely the proofs of some of these 
theorems parallel the proofs of analogous results for characters in [S]. 
1 
In this section general results are proved which will be applied in 
particular cases in Section 2 to prove Theorems A, B, and C. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let G = WH, where H acts faithfully on W and W is a 
direct sum of irreducible H-modules (over possibly different fields). Using 
imprimitivity decompositions on the irreducible direct summands of W, W 
may be written as a direct sum of subspaces X, permuted by the action of H. 
For each L,= NH(Xj)/CH(Xj), assume that Lj is primitive, faithful, and 
has at least two regular orbits on Xi. Then there is a WE W with 
~(IHIO--(2,3)~~(CH:C,(w)l). 
Proof: This proofs depends heavily on the methods of [S]. Since the Xj 
come from imprimitivity decompositions, they may be partitioned into sub- 
sets sZj such that Zi = @ Cn,Xj is an irreducible direct summand of W 
with @ c,,X, an imprimitivity decomposition of Zi. Let Ci denote the 
kernel of the permutations action of H on Qi then Hci, = H/C,(ZJ may be 
thought of as a subgroup of the wreath product H,,wr(H/C,), where HO is 
isomorphic to every Lj for Xj’ Qi, C,/C,(Z,) is contained in the base 
group H /j”l’ and H/C, acts on 0 CD, Xj by permuting coordinates. By [S, 
Lemma 71, there is A c 52, such that the stabilizer in H,,,/C, of A is a 
(2, 3}-group. Since L, has at least two regular orbits on X, for all Xje Sz,, 
we may choose vectors x, E X, to lie in regular Lj-orbits in such a way that 
when Xje A and X, $ A, then xj and xk do not lie in the same H orbit on 
Qi. Then if x is the sum of the chosen xj, C,(x) = C,(Z,) and C+,(x) 
stabilizes A. Hence, C,,,,(x) is a (2, 3}-group and n([H: C,(Z,)]) - 
{2,3)~7~(CH:Cd~)l). 
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Exactly the method of proof used in [S, Lemma 93 applied to H acting 
on the direct summands of W now implies that there is a WE W with 
d/HI)- {2,3} c4CH: C,(w)l). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let G = WH, where H acts faithfully on W and W is 
a direct sum of irreducible H-modules (over possibly different fields). Using 
imprimitivity decompositions on the irreducible direct summands of W, W 
may be written as the direct sum of subspaces X, permuted by the action of 
H. Let L, = Nn( X,)/C, (X,). Assume there is a set of numbers y 2 { 2, 3 } 
such that ,for any Xi one of the following is satisfied: 
(i) L, has at least two regular orbits on X,. 
(ii) L,/F(L,) has a characteristic abelian Hall y’-subgroup. 
Then there areg,, g,EG such that n(lHJ)-ycU?=, n([H: C,(g,)]). 
Proof This proof uses the methods presented in the proof of [S, 
Theorem lo]. Let W, be the sum of the Xi which satisfy condition (i) 
and W, be the sum of the remaining X,. By Lemma 1.1. applied to 
A= H/C,( W,) acting on W,, there is a w E W, such that n( I/?/) - 
{2,3} c7c([w: CR(W))]). Let R= W,C,(W,) and suppose we could find 
Y,, Y,ER such that 41CH(W’)I)- {~u~(I~;rl))~Uf=~ n(CCH(Wl): 
C,( y,)]). Since R E C,(w) and HW, ‘v G/R, the definition of R implies 
that z([R: C,(y,)])un([jf: Cn(w)])rz([H: C,(yiw)]) for i= 1,2. 
Hence, the proposition would follow for g, = y, w and g, = y,w. 
Using imprimitivity decompositions for the irreducible direct summands 
of w,, we may write W, as a direct sum of subspaces Xi which are 
permuted among themselves not necessarily transitive by the action of 
H/C,( W,). Let Q denote the set of X, in W, and let C,( W,) c 2; s H be 
the kernel of this action, then CE fin NH(Xj) cc na NH(Xj) and there is 
an homomorphism cp of c into IToL, with ker rp = C,( W,). Let 
c=c~Cn(W,), then C,(W,)nC,(W,)=l implies that qplc is an 
isomorphism. Let S = {g 1 g E C and cp( g) E 17, F(L,)}, then C is normal in 
C,( W,) and S is normal in C. 
Let~,=71(ISI)u~([C,(W,):C])-{(yu71((~J}and71,=71(IC,(W,)I)- 
(n, u y u rc( IAl)), then n, c y’. By the definition of q, a Hall n,-subgroup 
of H is isomorphic to a Hall rc,-subgroup of C/S. Since rc2 c y’ and C is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of ZT,L,, condition (ii) of the hypothesis implies 
that (C/S),, is a normal abelian subgroup of C/S. Hence, there is a 
subgroup K 3 S, where K/S is characteristic and abelian in C/S, KjS = 
WSLp and KAC. 
We will show there is y, E S with 7~~ E $[K: C,( y,)]), then 
K AC AC,( W,) will yield x2 c ([Ch( W,) : CcH(w,)( y,)]). Then R = 
WzCH(Wl) will imply that 7t2~x([R:C,(y,)]). K=K,,S, where K,, 
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is abelian. S is nilpotent and S is a r&-group. By [3, Lemma 11, 
7tc,Z([K:C,(y,)])forsomey,ESif 
Suppose 
and x has order p for p~q, then XEZ(K). Since XEC-SS!V~(X,) 
for all X, in 52 and each (L,), is abelian, there is some Xj say j = 1 and 
some p’-group Tc N, (Xi) such that x normalizes T, [T, x] # 1 and 
TC,(X,)lC,(X,) = (F(L,),,. 
Now [T, (x)1 d Tn C,(W,) implies [T, (x), (x}] g TnC since 
CAC,(W,). Hence, CT, (x>, <x>, (x)1 G TnKand CT, (x>, (x>, (x>, 
(x}] = 1 since (x) E Z(K). Repeated applications of [6, Th. 53.61 now 
imply [T, (x)] = 1 which is a contradiction. Hence, x2 s rc( [R : C,( y,)]). 
C,( W,)/C acts as a solvable group of permutations on Q, whence [S, 
Lemma 71 implies that there is a A c R whose stabilizer in C,( W,)/C is a 
(2, 3}-group and we may choose A to have a non-empty intersection with 
every orbit of C,( W,)/C on Q. We may choose z = (zi, . . . . zj, . ..) E W,, 
where zj#O for Xj+zA and zi=O for X,$A, then x([C,(W,):C])- 
(2, 3) G ([R : C,(z)]). Hence, if we show n,-{n([CH(WI):C])~ 
rc( [R : C,(z)]) the Proposition will follow for y, = z. Suppose p E 71, -
{ rc( [C,( W,) : C]) and p [ [R : C,(z)]. The definition of p implies C, is a 
Sylow p subgroup of H and S, # 1. C 5 fin NH(X,) and of course all Sylow 
p subgroups of NH(Xj) are conjugate in NH(Xj). Since p I ISI and Sz 
has a non-empty intersection with each orbit of G, there is an Xje A with 
p ( IF(L Since some C, c C,(z), C, d CR(z) n N(X,) and C, centralizes 
z,. Therefore, C,(F(L,),) = X, # 0. However, Xj is a primitive module for 
NH(Xj). In particular, X, is irreducible so that X, # 0 yields X, = X,. This 
contradicts p IF(L Hence, p I [R : C,(z)] and the proposition follows. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Assume that G is solvable group and there is a set 
y 2 (2, 3, > of integers such that the following condition is satisfied: 
Zf p E n( [F(G) : Z(G)]) and V is an irreducible G-module over a field of 
characteristic p with imprimitivity decomposition V = 0 Cf=, V, and 
Gi = N,( Vi)/C,( V,), then either Gi has at least two regular orbits on Vi or 
G,/F(G,) has a normal abelian Hall y’-subgroup. 
Then Iz( [G : F(G)]) - yI < 24G). 
Proof Let 4(G) denote the Frattini subgroup of G and G = G/#(G), 
then by [7, III, 3.6; 7, III, 4.51, W= F(G) = F(G)/&G) and W is a direct 
sum of irreducible G-modules over fields of characteristic p, p E x( [G : F(G)] ) 
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=rr([G:F(G)]). By [7, III, 4.43 G= WH for some H<G. Now 
Proposition 1.2 and C&F(G)) = F(G) imply that Irc( [G : F(G)]) - 111 =
In([G:F(‘(G)])-yl = (x(H)--yl <2cr(G)<2cr(G). 
2 
The following lemmas will be useful in applications of Proposition 1.3. 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) Assume that G is a solvable subgroup of KE { GL(2, p), 
P aprime, Sp(5,4), Sp(7,4)}, where (plGl,6)=1 andF(G),=l, then G is 
abelian. 
(ii) Let y= {2,3, 5, 7, 11, 13) and assume that G is a solvable 
subgroup of KE (GL(2, p), p a prime, GL(4, 3), GL(6, 3), GL(8,3), 
GL(4,5), GL(6,5), GL(4,7), GL(2r, 2), r67) with F(G),= 1, then G has 
a characteristic abelian y’-subgroup. 
Proof: (i) Since ISp(4, p)j = p4(p4 - l)(p* - I), elementary group 
theory and F(G), = 1 imply the result if K= Sp(4, 5) or Sp(4, 7). Order 
considerations and F(G), = 1 imply that we may assume K= GL(2, p) with 
p 3 7. The result now follows easily from [ 10, Theorem 3, 6.251 since 
F(G), = 1. 
(ii) If K= GL(2, p), we may assume p > 19 by order considerations. 
Again F(G), = 1 and [ 10, Theorem 3, 6.251 yield the result. Order com- 
putations imply the result trivially for KE {GL(4, 3), GL(6, 3)); for the 
remaining K, direct computation of IK:I implies that K, is abelian for 
v E z(K) - y. Let Gb be an arbitrary Hall p’-subgroup of G, then G,, has a 
faithful representation of degree 2r for some 2 < r < 7 over a field of charac- 
teristic p. Exactly the argument used in [8, 14.4, and 14.53 imply that if v 
is a prime and v > 2r + 1 then a Sylow u subgroup of G,, is normal unless 
2r is a power of 2 and v = 2r + 1. Now p d 7 and r d 7 imply that G, AC,, 
for u E y’. Hence, F(Gps)ys =L is the Hall y’-subgroup of G,. Since K,. is 
abelian for all u E y’, L E Z(F(G,,)). However, F(G), = 1 implies that 
F(G) c F(G,,) so that L E Z(F(G,,)) yields L E C,(F(G)) 5 F(G) which 
completes the proof. 
The following lemma introduces some useful notation as well as 
containing necessary results. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that every normal subgroup of G is q&c. Assume 
G # 1. Let p,, . . . . pI1 be the distinct prime divisors of IF(G)] and let 
ZcZ(F(G)) with IZJ =p, ...pn. Let A=C,(Z). Then there exist E, T_aG 
such that 
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(1) ET=F(G) and En T=Z; 
(2) each Sylow subgroup of T is either cyclic, dihedral, semidihedral or 
quaternion; 
(3) T has a cyclic subgroup U with d G and 1 T : U( < 2; 
(4) each Sylow subgroup of E is either cyclic of prime order, or is 
extraspecial of prime exponent or exponent 4; 
(5) G is nilpotent if and only if G = T; 
(6) T= Co(E) and F(G) = C,(E/Z); 
Proof This is [ 11, Corollary 2.41. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let E, U, and Z be as in Lemma 2.2 and assume V is a 
faithful irreducible EU module over a finite field Fp, where p is a prime. 
Assume that G is primitive and faithful on V. 
(i) Zf (IGI p, 6) = 1, then either G has at least two regular orbits on V 
or G/F(G) is abelian. 
(ii) Zf(IGlp,6)#1, let ~=(2,3,5,7,11,13}; then either G has at 
least two regular orbits on V or G/F(G) has a characteristic abelian Hall 
y’-subgroup. 
Proof We may assume e = 1 E/Z1 > 1 by Lemma 2.2. By [S, Lemma 51, 
G has at least two regular orbits if e > 131. Further the proof of [S, 
Lemma 51 shows that G has at least two regular orbits on V if 
log(2ei3’*) 6 ((ae/4) - 3) log1 WI. Since a>, 1, in order to show that G has 
at least two regular orbits on V, it is sufficient to show that 
4log2+26loge<(e-12)log)W]. (1) 
Suppose that (ICI p, 6) = 1, then I WI = 1 (mod)Ul) implies that 
I W( > 11. Now (1) implies that G has at least two regular orbits on V if 
e > 57. 
Suppose that G does not have at least two regular orbits on V and let 
t e = xi= i p: be the factorization of e into distinct primes. If (IGI p, 6) = 1, 
then by the previous paragraph; e < 57 so that we may assume ki = 1 if 
pi> 7 and pi< 2 if p, = 5 or 7 and we must show G/F(G) is abelian. If 
( ) G I p, 6) # 1, then we may assume e < 13 1 and must show that G/F(G) has 
an abelian normal y’-Hall subgroup, where y = { 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 }. 
Since Z, E, and T are all normal in G, there is a homomorphism cp 
of G into G x G/C,(T), where G = G/C&E/Z). If g E ker cp, then 
g E C,(T) E C,(Z) = A and g E C&E/Z). Now Lemma 2.2 implies that 
g E C,(E/Z) = F(G). It follows that F(G) 2 ker cp. Hence, it is sufficient to 
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show that G and G/C,(T) are abelian when (/Cl p, 6) and G and G/C,(T) 
have normal abelian Hall y’-subgroups if (ICI p, 6) # 1. 
Since [T: U] 6 2 and U is cyclic, G/C,(T) has a normal abelian Hall 
2’subgroup. For each pi E z(e), let Ep, denote the Sylow pi subgroup of E 
and G (p,, = G/C,(E,[Z/Z). Since (? is isomorphic to a subgroup I-If=, G(,,, 
it is sufficient to show that each Gcp,) is abelian when (IGJ p, 6) = 1 and 
each G,,, has a normal abelian Hall y’-subgroup if (IGI p, 6) # 1. It follows 
from [ll, Lemma 2.31 that each E,,Z/Z is a completely reducible Cc,,- 
module. Hence, we may assume F(G(,,,), = 1. 
Suppose (ICI p, 6) = 1, then if kj= 1, Gcp,) is isomorphic to a solvable 
subgroup of GL(2, p,), where (IGI p, 6) = 1, and F(G(,,), = 1. If ki = 2 and 
pi= 5 or 7, then (ICI p, 6) = 1 implies that every element of G centralizes 
E,, n Z and hence preserves the symplectic form on E,,Z/Z. Hence, G(,, 
may be viewed as a solvable subgroup of Sp(4, pi) with F(G,p,j)p, = 1 and 
(IG,,,I pi, 6) = 1. In both cases, Lemma 2.1 implies that Gcp,) is abelian. 
Hence, (i) is proved. If (IGJ p, 6) # 1, then we must show that Gcp,, has a 
normal abelian y’-subgroup, where k, 2 1. Since e < 131, Cc,,) is a solvable 
subgroup of KE { GL(2, p), p a prime, GL(4, 3), GL(6, 3), GL(8, 3), 
GL(4, 5), FL(6, 5), GL(4, 7) GL(2k,, 2) 26 k,< 7). The lemma now 
follows from Lemma 2.1 (ii). 
Proof of Theorem A. Suppose that G is a solvable group and V is an 
irreducible G-module over a field of characteristic p E n( IF(G)/Z(G)( ) 
and V has imprimitivity decomposition V= @ Cf= l V,. Let Gi= 
NJ Vi)/C,( Vi). By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, G, either has at least two 
regular orbits on Vi or G,/F(G,) has a normal abelian Hall y’-subgroup, 
where y= (2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13). Hence, by Proposition 1.3, jrr(IG/F(F)I)- 
(2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13}/ <22a(G). Thus, /?(G)=~(IG/Z(G)I)=TC(IG/F(G)I) yields 
lB(G)l 6 24G) + 6. 
Suppose (ICI, 6) = 1. If p E n( IF(G)/Z(G)J) and V is an irreducible G- 
module over a field of characteristic p, then ((GI p, 6) = 1. Hence, if 
G, = NJ Vi)/C,( Vi), Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3(i) imply that G, either has at least 
two regular orbits on Vi or G,/F(G,) is abelian. Hence, Proposition 1.3 
applied with y = (2, 3) yields Irc(lG/F(G)l)l = In(IG/F(G)I)-yl d 2a(G). 
Now p(G) = x( [G/&‘(G)/) yields /@(C)l d 2a(G). 
Proof of Theorem B. Let G = G/&G). As in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 1.3, F(c) = F( G)/#( G), fi( G) = b(c), and a(G) 6 a(G). Hence, without 
loss of generality we may assume q+(G) = 1. As in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 1.3, G = WH, where W= F(G)/Z(G) and W is the direct sum of 
irreducible H-modules over a field of characteristic p = z( [F(G) : Z(G)]). 
Let y=(2,3} if ([G/,6)=1, and y={2,3,5,7,11,13} if (IGl,6)#1. As 
noted in the proof of Theorem A, the hypotheses of Proposition 1.2 
are satisfied for these y. Hence, there are g,, g, E G such that 
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7c(IH/)-y~ U,‘=, n([H: C,(g,)]). Thus, Theorem B would follow if pry, 
p E x( I HI ) - y, or if p E U f=, 7c( [G, : C,( gj)]). Therefore, we may assume 
p +? x( (HI ) and [G : C,(gi)] is a p’-number for i = 1,2. Hence, 
F(G) = Z(G),, x G, and gi E C&F(G)) for i = 1, 2. It follows that 
g,, g,EZ(G,)# and we may assume Ix(lG()-yl= IpI + In((Hl)-y( = 
1 + w(&) + ~(h,,). Now In( IG( ) - yJ = 2c((G) + 1 implies that w(&) = 
w(h,,) = a(G). Hence, there is some q E n( IHI) - y, where q $ z(hg,) and we 
may choose x be a q-element in C,(g,)-Z(G),.. Since (I(x p)=l, 
every prime dividing h, or h,, divides h,, . Now w(hgl) = a(G) implies that 
n(h,) = x(/z,,). In particular, p 4 x(/z,) and x E C,(G,). Now C(G,) = F(G) 
contradicts the choice of x. Therefore, la(G) - yI d 2a(G) and Theorem B 
follows. 
Proof of Theorem C. Since a(G) = a(G/&G)) and P(G) = P(G/#(G)) we 
may replace G by G/4(G) and assume b(G)= 1. By [7, III, 4.4 and 4.51, 
if p~6=n(lF(G)I), then G=F(G),.H(,,, where H,,,nF(G),= 1 and 
F(G), is a direct sum of irreducible G modules. Let Gcp) = F(G), . 
ff,,,IC,,JflG),) and let K= na Gcpj. There is a natural homomorphism 
cp of G mto K, where cp = n,rp(,, and ‘pcP) is the natural projection of G 
onto Gcp). If gEkercp, then g~n6CH(F(G)p)~F(G)n(n,G,,,)=1. 
Hence, cp is an embedding of G. By construction, p(G) = B(K). It 
now follows from Theorem B that there are elements x~~)E Gtp) such 
that IB(Gc,,)l G 2 I7CG,,, : Cc,,,(x~,))]( + 6. Further, if (ICI, 6) = 1, then 
IP( 6 2 l7W~p~ : CG,p,(x),,~)ll. Let x = ~pxcp,, then dl[K : C,&)l) = 
U PG6 n( [G,,, : CG,Jxcp))]). The theorem now follows. 
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